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CRIFHICISX GF LESSCNS GIVENR BY STUDERNTS

SPACE —
THE IDEAL ACTOR
THR IDEAL CGROUP
THS LEADER PSYCHOLOGY
THE ASTOR AND THE AUTHOR®S TELT

The Group Theatre
CRITICISM OF LESSONS CGIVEN BY STUCENTS:

Paul‘s lesson:

¥Ye must not say that our feelings, our aemotions are

the most important thing because this is still very close to

the physical. The emotions must be transformed before they

can be used in art in zgeneral, and in our art more especially.

It is so easy to fall back to the old kind of actor who used

only hi3 sentiments, feelings, and pathos,. Real pathos is

something great and stitely and grand, but the pathos which

we now know is something not real. Cur path is a very simple

one. Our must become more Aand more simple. We must

find this in our life together.

The wrestling exercise was not good because it was

too quick, and it lost its charm and became too animal. It

is not real wrestling — that is only the form we have taken.

Gur object is to find an aesthetic form without using our

mugcles. But it must be done slowly because that is the naturso

of the exercise. 1t is like a slow motion picture. It can

be charmning or repulsive, depending on how we do it. when

we are moving naturalistically, there aro many moments of

ugliness because in ordinary life we have no feeling for the

beauty of the thinsc we are doing. A&s artists, we nmust fsal
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this beauty of movement at every moment and in every movement.

Bea ‘s 8

Very warm and persuasive and clear. The exercise

was done well. A great progress.

Deirdre‘aleeson:
Too introspective. Not warm enough, and not ener—

getic &@nough. Too much inward rather than going out.

Lestor‘slesgon:
| It is better to use the eyes and oars for the pur—

pose of concentration because that is enough. Forreal concen—~

tration we only need to use our senses to begin with. The real

concentration does not need the use of the senges. in speaking

of the actor‘s march, speak about the beauty even more seri—

ously. Give more of yourself in order to help your audience

and you students.

I now have an i®@ression of the whole time we have

been together. HZmch school, each group of pupils, in time

speaks to the teacher — without really speaking. The teacher

begins to understand what is the right approach for each group.

Before we began to work together, I could not say which was

the right way for us. How I am able to draw some conclusions

about our life and our work together,. The regult is that I

have to change some things in our work. I would like to work

more with exercises because I feel that something is going
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down, and I don‘t wish to continue the independent work. We

must postpone this independent work for some time and concen—

trate our work on The CGolden Stsed. ind the exarciség. After

Christmas we will do two other kinds of work. Therefore, we

must have more time, and the independent work must be postnoned.

SPACE — DIKENSION:

Leader exercise:

The idea of this exercise is to learm to serve. The

leader must zsive, not command, this is again very important

psychologically. We must develop our feeling for space and

for direction. We must be aware of the right and left, of

the diagonal and horizontal, etc. The actor must be responsible

for the space and for his position on the stage. It is a crime

the way actorsa of today are using the space. They nhave not

only spoled the feeling of space, but they have spoiled the

audience. So that for us, as a new @roupJXZOn't only have to

create these feelings for ourselves, but we must fight with

naturalistic actors for the audience. Cur group exercises are

one of the mosat important implements against this dead kind

of being on the stage.

ThE IDEAL ACTOR:

Now we must understand what is the deep meaning of

doing axercises with a leader. Each actor must feel when he

is on the stage that he came to serve the idea of the whole
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evening, of the whole performance, not because he is a star

and desires to show himgelf. lHe must feel that he comes to

serve the idea, which is higher than his own interests, and

the leader exercise is the first feeling we must develop for
serving an artistic idea. In this simple exercise, in which
one person leads and serves, this is the most simple form for
developing these ideas.

THE IDEAL i

Let us take a group of actors who come together for
a performance. There Aare several kinds of groups. First there
is the commercial theatre in which people come together casu—
ally. Another type is a group theatre, like the Group Thentré‘
in New York. They are bound together with work and life. If
you come into one of these theatres and you see the same play
and the same good or bad qualities, you will feel somethings
more than this performance by these two different kinds of
sroups — the casual group, or the repertory group. The reper—
tory theatre is always radilating some power because the
is constantly together. This is a very important power, which
we must have for each performance, and this leader exercige
is appealinsg to these feelings. To be a group, to serve sach
other by serving the main idea.

Then there is a third kind of group, which is very
seldom seen. Young people who come tosether and without under—
standing anythins about the theatre, they love it and wish to
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serve it. This is the most charming group, and this love,

this idealism, is the most persuasive power. If we can have

such a feeling and create such a group, this will be really

the best theatrs, only because we will be radiating this young

idealistic power with love and without criticism, without

stars, without good or hbad actors. Everybody is good, every—

body wishes to serve the theatre. This is our idea which we

must reach, Our group exercise includes this idea, Therefore,

try to start the exercises, and they will tell you more than

before.

THE LEADER PSYCHOLOGY:

Exercisgse:

To a phrase or sentence of music, which iir. Hiarvoy

will play on thg plano, to which you must all listen, the

leader will give the direction; and the others will follow.

it is very important for the leaders to know the direction

because the responsibllity of the whole exercise really rosts

on their feeling of direction, just as a leading actor must

fesl the responsibility for the whole play because he must

give the direction. Eegin over and over again, impréving it

each time.

After you have done the exercise, your duty is to

remember it when you are at home. Ifyou will remember the

exorciacn you have done today, they will be twilce as powerful.
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To see, to create, to understand, to grasp, and wish to be

better next time. You must éonfine your feelings to the feel—

ing of your body — the pleasure of moving. It is not necessary

to act; in fact, it is bad to act or to do something pictorial.

Nobody can give you the power to act. You can be

directed and can be taught and helped, but the power to act

you must have yourself. We are only able to find the direction

and the words together, but to do you must find for yourself

alone. Do not think that when you have left the rehearsal room,

you have already done your work. You must continue to do it

at home.

We have rehearsed three steps in The Golden St »— If

you had worked on these three steps, they would be clearer than

they were before. Eut you are doing all your work dead! If you

had imagined and rehearsed in youf inagination, you would never

be as dead as you are now. You are doing everything very

mechanically — there is a difference between mechanical and

technical. You have forgotten what you have done before. Your

work today is what we call in the theatre, “Noth&fig.“ If we

continue to fall back each day, we.wlll always sit in the same

place. ‘Tremendous work must be done all the time. We have

not touched the characters yet. Imagine what we have to do.

You must be crazy about the play. Who will be crazy

about it if not you? In the ensemble, the tragedy is that if

somebody is lazy, all will suffer. That is a great reeponsibility.
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Thosge who are really working must force the others to work,

too. This is the tragedy of. the theatre: that one person can

kill the work of many others. The theatre is a profession in

which Qo must work togethar.

Let us work on the three big moments of the play:

1. The moment when the Copper Rider appears, in a heavy, earthy,

tragic atmosphere. 2. The Silver Rider appears in a weightless,

airless atmosphere of ligzht and spiritual joy. 3. The Golden

Rider appears in a herbkec, joyous atmosphere.

THE ACTOR AND THHK AUVTHOR®‘3 TEXT:

We must feel that each sentence we speak is the most

important one in the play. Sach sentence is describing the

idea from another side,. There are no sentences which can be

spoken in an empty way, as if theyare unimportant. Cne of

the most important things in the mnew theatre will be that

each sentence will be written by the author with the feeling

that this sentence will be unique. Authors are now writing

long solilequies about one idea — this is nothing for the

theatre. In two sentences he must be able to give the idea,

and actors must be able to speak the two cintoncas in a thrill—

ing way. For this theatre one can give one‘s life, but not

for the theatre in which one sentence is good and the other

twenty are not important. Any author working with our theatre

must feel that is will be an event for his words to be spoken

by our group.
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The theatre must be born as a naew being, full of

life. must be re—created, and everything of the

ordinary theatre must be thrown away. It is so important.

The theatre in which each sentence is an event has the riszht

to live. The ordinary theatre today is cheap and filatbecause

it is done with a feeling of "what for?" or "why?".

Having the three points of the Riders, we can tbetter

understand the complicated line of the wise Old fan and Antin.

Antin must show the same theme of passion, hbut on the sarth.

Everything around Antin 1s'passion‘and evil. ie must zo down

into it as into a hell. }He must know the passion of the earth,

as well as the hish passion of the Silver Steed.
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Antin‘s line — the Three Steoeds

The first moment is Antin‘s entrance, and his atteompt

to rush by the mountain with all the passion with which he has

just ridden the Copper Steed. Then he is defeated by the

lauzghinsg crowd.

The second moment is during the entrance of the two

brothers. During this moment he is afraid of himself, whom

he sees mergzed in his brothers. This is the momant of his>

fear — the only fear he knows in the play.
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All our movements and actions mustbetruthful. You

will find the right movements through the truth of the image.

Every one of us must rehearse and rehearse everything that has

been done, and everything that has happened in the play. In

that way we will be acting every part, and the play will be

a whole thing which we love.


